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Mechanical automatic vertical drilling tools (MAVDT) have gradually gained attention as a drilling tool that can achieve active
correction in harsh working environments such as high temperature and high pressure. (e gravity sensing mechanism can sense
the deviation and convert the deviation signal into the control signal to drive the actuator to correct the deviation. It is the core
component of the mechanical automatic vertical drilling tool. (is paper analyzes the force on the gravity sensing mechanism
based on the structural analysis of the mechanical automatic vertical drilling tool. (en, the general dynamic equation of the
gravity sensing mechanism is established based on D’Alembert principle. (e critical response position where the acceleration
value is zero is used as the research object to complete the preliminary design and analysis of the sensing mechanism. (rough
analysis, it can be found that there is a conflict between the response accuracy and control stability of the gravity sensing
mechanism. High response accuracy often means poor control stability. For the gravity sensing mechanism with definite
structural parameters, there is a limit value of the allowable friction coefficient. When the friction coefficient of the thrust bearing
exceeds the limit value, the gravity sensing mechanism cannot achieve the inclination response no matter how big the inclination
angle and deflection angle are. (e friction coefficient between the disc valves and the force between the disc valves of the gravity
sensing mechanism have a linear effect on the performance of the mechanism, and the smaller the deviation angle, the greater the
influence coefficient of the force or the friction coefficient between the disc valves on the length of the gravity sensing mechanism.
During the process of dynamic swing, the dynamic stable position of the gravity sensing mechanism is related to the relative
relationship between the restoring force of the mechanism and the friction damping. To be precise, it is related to the potential
energy zero point and the speed zero point during the gravity sensing mechanism swing process before it reaches the dynamic
stable position.

1. Introduction

As one kind of active hole straightening tool, automatic
vertical drilling tool (AVDT) is thought of as an advanced
vertical drill technology, which changes the traditional
well trajectory control method. (is new rotary steerable
system for vertical drilling can not only prevent boreholes
from deviating from vertical but also correct inclined
boreholes to verticality actively. Since the first application

for the “Continental Deep Drilling Program” in 1990, the
AVDT has obtained tremendous development and has
been widely used in engineering. (e Verti-Trak owned by
Baker Hughes Incorporated and Power-V owned by
Schlumberger Limited are typical representatives of them
[1–4]. But, with the development of technology, the re-
quirements for well depth are increasing, and there are
more and more high temperature and high pressure wells
in engineering. Due to the large number of electronic
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components, the traditional AVDTcan no longer meet the
needs of the operation [5–8].

Compared with the traditional electronically controlled
AVDT, the mechanical automatic vertical drilling tool
(MAVDT) can achieve continuous active correction under
the action of gravity only through the pure mechanical
structure. (e tool is simple, and the cost of manufacturing
and maintenance is low. More important, the all-metal
structural design can withstand higher temperatures and
high temperature environments such as ultra-deep wells and
vertical wells with abnormal geothermal gradients. So, it
becomes the only way to achieve active correction during
drilling in high temperature and ultra-deep wells [9–11].

Since the high-precision and high-sensitivity electronic
control system is abandoned, the deviation control only
depends on the characteristic of the heavy block in the
mechanical stabilized platform to maintain the low side of
the well under the action of gravity, so the gravity sensing
mechanism is a key component for sensing well deviation
and controlling its actuator to achieve well deviation re-
sponse. Its performance is very important for mechanical
automatic vertical drilling tools. Due to the technical
blockade, there are few published researches on mechanical
automatic vertical drilling tools [12, 13].

Comeaux et al. [5] discuss a new system which is a purely
hydromechanical solution with no electronics. (e system
automatically initiates corrections at a fraction of a degree
deviation from vertical (ideal value 0.2°). But, the paper only
introduces the design principle and use of the tool and does
not specifically discuss the design process and structure.

Ma et al. [6] introduce a new AVDT based on Restoring
Braced Structure (EBS). Once well deviation happens, tools
take restoring moment to be produced by gravity of offset
gravity lock to control the bearing of guide force, so that well
straightening is achieved. In the article, the force analysis of
the EBS structure and the static design method are provided.

In fact, the working process of MAVDT is dynamic
[14–17]. It is generally installed near the drill bit and rotates
with the bottom hole assembly during operation and will be
affected by axial vibration, lateral vibration, torsional vi-
bration, or other factors, which will affect the response
accuracy and stability of the platform. (erefore, the
working performance of the tool will eventually change
dynamically. Li et al. [9] introduce a kind of MAVDT
which has a mechanically sensing mechanism with gravity
sensitivity and revealed the dynamics of gravity block under
the effect of torsional vibration and found that while the
frequency of torsional vibration decreases, a subordinate
period gradually appears after the rotation speed value less
than 1 rad/s. However, the static design is still used in the
design process of the sensing mechanism.

(is paper first analyzes the force of the gravity sensing
mechanism of the MAVDT. It can be found that the re-
storing force and friction resistance are the main compo-
nents that affect the performance of the gravity sensing
mechanism; and the restoring force and friction resistance
are related to the deviation angle of the gravity sensing
mechanism and the coefficient of friction and the force
between the disc valves and so on. D’Alembert principle can

be used to establish dynamic equations of sensing mecha-
nisms. After that, the acceleration of the gravity sensing
mechanism is set to zero first, and the factors affecting the
critical state of the gravity sensing mechanism and the key
factors affecting the response accuracy and stability of the
gravity sensing mechanism are obtained. Finally, multibody
dynamics is introduced and numerical analysis is used to
analyze the motion characteristics of the gravity sensing
mechanism under different initial conditions. (rough the
introduction of dynamics, the motion model of the gravity
sensing mechanism is more reasonable, and the motion
characteristics of the gravity sensing mechanism and the
responding mechanism of well deviation can be further
understood, and it is also beneficial to optimize the structure
of the gravity sensing mechanism and further improve the
response accuracy and stability of the MAVDT.

2. Modeling and Methods

2.1. D’Alembert Principle. D’Alembert’s principle [17–21] is
a universal method to solve the problem of nonfree particle
system dynamics. (is method can be used to study the
imbalance of dynamics by using statics to study the balance
problem, so it is also called the Dynamic Static method. (e
mathematical expression of D’Alembert is

Fi + Ni − miai � 0, (1)

where Fi is the main force of the particle added to the mass,
Ni is the restraining force of the limiting particle, and ai is
the acceleration of the particle.

D’Alembert suggests that the main force Fi can be
decomposed into two components, Fia and Fib, which is

Fi � Fia + Fib. (2)

Fia is balanced with the restraining force Ni, which is

Fia + Ni � 0. (3)

Fib is used to generate inertial force miai, which is

Fib � −miai. (4)

(us, equation (1) is consistent in form with the statics
equilibrium equation, and its physical meaning is the main
force Fi, which is received by each particle of the system of
particles, and the restraining force Ni and inertial force miai

become the balance force system. In the statics equations,
what constitutes the equilibrium force system is the force of
external objects on the particle, but, in the mathematical
expression of D’Alembert’s principle, the inertial force is
inherent to the particle and is “virtual force” which is in-
troduced for the convenience of solving the problem, so that
dynamic problems can be handled like static balance
problems.

Using D’Alembert principle to analyze the movement of
the sensing mechanism can realize the unification of the
static balance analysis and the dynamic analysis model.
When the inertial force is set to zero for analysis, the critical
state of the sensing mechanism can be analyzed and then
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introduce inertial force to analyze the change of its motion
state.

2.2. Force Analysis and Mathematic Model of the MAVDT’s
Gravity Sensing Mechanism. As shown in Figure 1, the
MAVDT includes gravity heavy block, bearing, outer tube,
and disc valve control structure.

(e gravity block is the core component for the gravity
sensing mechanism sense of well deviation. When the in-
clination angle exists, the gravity block will produce a re-
storing torque that always points to the low side of the
wellbore. Li et al. [9] proved that, as shown in Figure 2, when
the included angle of the heavy block is π, the largest re-
storing torque TE produced is as shown in the following
equation:

TE �
2
3
ρgl r

3
2 − r

3
1 sin β sinϕ, (5)

Ge � ρgV �
π
2
ρgl r

2
2 − r

2
1 , (6)

wherein TE is the restoring torque, N·m; Ge is the gravity of
the gravity block, N; r1 and r2 are the inner and outer di-
ameters of the gravity block, respectively, m; ρ is the density
of the gravity block, kg/m3; g is the acceleration of gravity,
the value in this paper is 9.8m/s2; and l is the length of the
gravity block, m.

(e bearings include radial bearings and axial thrust
bearings. (e radial bearings are used to realize the
connection between the gravity block and the outer tube,
allowing them to rotate relatively freely under the driv-
enness of restoring torque. (e frictional resistance
moment TTB of this part is always opposite to the direction
of the relative movement of the gravity heavy block and
the outer mandrel. To reduce the influence of the weight of
the heavy block on the response accuracy and achieve the
tool’s high-sensitivity inclination response, rolling ball
bearings are usually used as the axial thrust bearing. (e
frictional resistance torque TAB generated by this bearing
to the gravity block during the relative movement is the
same as the radial bearing and is always opposite to the
relative movement direction of the gravity block and the
outer tube. (e values of TTB and TAB can be obtained by
the following equations:

TTB �
π
2
ρgl r

2
2 − r

2
1 sin β cosϕμTBrTB, (7)

TAB �
π
2
ρgl r

2
2 − r

2
1 cos βμABrAB, (8)

wherein rTB is the equivalent friction radius of the radial
bearing, m; rAB is the equivalent friction radius of the axial
thrust bearing, m; μTB is the friction coefficient of the radial
bearing; and μAB is the friction coefficient of the axial thrust
bearing.

(e frictional resistance torque TP between the disc
valves is produced by the relative movement between the
upper disc valve and lower disc valve. (e upper disc valve
and the gravity block are connected by a key in the cir-
cumferential direction. Under the drive of the gravity block,
they are always stable at the bottom of the well deviation or
have a tendency to move toward the bottom of the well
deviation. (e direction of the frictional torque TP of the
gravity sensing mechanism movement is opposite to the
relative movement direction between the gravity block and
the main body, not always the opposite of the movement
direction of the gravity block.

In fact, the frictional resistance torque between the disc
valves is closely related to the disc valve structure. (e disc
valve structure used in this study is shown in Figure 3. (e
theoretical calculation formula for the friction torque be-
tween the upper and lower disc valves can be simplified as
follows:

TP � FPrdbμP, (9)

wherein TP is the frictional resistance torque N·m; μP is the
friction coefficient of the disc valve; FP is the normal force of
the fluid on the disc valve and can be calculated by FP � PS,
where P is the pressure distribution between the upper and
lower disc valves and S is the effective area of fluid pressure
between the upper and lower disc valves; rdb is the equivalent
friction radius of the upper and lower disc valve, m.

As shown in Figure 2, β is the angle between the gravity
sensing mechanism and the vertical in the initial state; ϕ is
the angle between the center of gravity of the gravity sensing
mechanism and the low side of the wellbore. According to
the analysis of the force of the gravity sensing mechanism
and D’Alembert principle, the general equation of dynamics
of the sensing mechanism in this process can be obtained as
follows:

TE + TP + TAB + TTB − mar � 0, (10)

m �
GE

g
, (11)

where r is the distance from the centroid of the platform to
the center of rotation, m; a is the rotational angular ac-
celeration, a � €ϕ. From equations (5)–(10) and (11), the
general equations for the dynamics of the gravity sensing
mechanism can be obtained as follows:

ρl€ϕ
2 r

3
2 − r

3
1 

3
− ρgl

2
3

r
3
2 − r

3
1 sin β sinϕ −

π
2

r
2
2 − r

2
1 sin β cos ϕμTBrTB  +

π
2
ρgl r

2
2 − r

2
1 cos βμABrAB + FPrdbμP � 0.

(12)
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Figure 1: (e force analysis model of the gravity sensing mechanism of the MAVDT.
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(e key factors affecting the response accuracy and
stability of the sensing mechanism are analyzed based on
(12), and the stable position of the sensing mechanism for
dynamic analysis is analyzed by using numerical analysis
method to deepen the understanding of the stability char-
acteristics of the mechanism.

3. Design of the Gravity Sensing Mechanism for
MAVDT Based on D’Alembert Principle

For the gravity sensing mechanism, the response accuracy
refers to the minimum inclination angle that the platform

can achieve response, and the stability refers to the deviation
angle between the stable position of the sensing mechanism
and the low side of the well inclination under this inclination
angle. (e gravity sensing mechanism requires a certain
degree of response stability within a certain range of well
inclination; that is, the sensing mechanism must start to
respond when the inclination angle is β and the deflection
angle is ϕ, and the acceleration of the platform a � 0 at this
time. And the general dynamics equation can be trans-
formed into the static balance form as follows:

2
3
ρgl r

3
2 − r

3
1 sin β sinϕ �

π
2
ρgl r

2
2 − r

2
1 sin β cosϕμTBrTB +

π
2
ρgl r

2
2 − r

2
1 cos βμABrAB + FPrdbμp. (13)

Analyze the parameters contained in equation (13),
limited by the structure, the adjustable range of the inner and
outer diameters of the gravity block r1 and r2, the bearing
friction radii rTB and rAB, and the disc valve equivalent
friction radius rdb which is small and can be regarded as fixed
value as the gravity block density ρ and gravitational ac-
celeration g. But the friction coefficients μTB, μAB, and μP are
chosen in accordance with the empirical value in ideal state.
(e pressure difference P between the two sides of the disc
valve that affects the normal force FP of the disc valve is an
approximate value obtained according to the tool perfor-
mance requirements and working principle, and S is area of
the upper and lower valve bearing pressure difference.

Based on the previous research and structural design, the
theoretical values of the parameters involved in the sensing
mechanism are shown in Table 1 in this paper.

Substitute the parameters in Table 1 into the following
equation:

7.93l sin β cos ϕ + 4.1l cos β + 563.46 � 1705.15l sin β sinϕ.

(14)

It can be simplified as follows:

l �
56346

170515 sin β sinϕ − 793 sin β cosϕ − 410 cos β
. (15)

(erefore, the length of the gravity sensing mechanism l

can be calculated according to the expected response angle β
and stability angle ϕ.

In equation (15), derivation β and ϕ can be used to obtain
the change rate of the length l to the response inclination
angle β and stable deflection angle ϕ, respectively, as shown
in the following equations:

_lβ � −
56346(170515 cos β sinϕ − 793 cos β cos ϕ + 410 sin β)

(170515 sin β sinϕ − 793 sin β cosϕ − 410 cos β)
2 , (16)

_lϕ � −
56346(170515 sin β cosϕ + 793 sin β sinϕ)

(170515 sin β sinϕ − 793 sin β cosϕ − 410 cos β)
2. (17)

(en, the relationship between the length of the gravity
block lϕ and the length change rate _lϕ with the stability angle ϕ
under the conditions of different response inclination angles β
can be obtained as shown in Figure 4. (e relationship of
response well inclination angle β with the length of the gravity
block lβ and the inclination angles β under the conditions of
different stable angles ϕwith the change rate of the length of the
gravity block _lβ can be obtained as shown in Figure 5.

(e angle ϕ between the planes which is generated by the
centroid of the gravity block and the axis of rotation and the
low side of the wellbore ranges from 0 to 2π. When it exceeds
π, the direction of the force is opposite to the set positive
direction. (erefore, it is reasonable that the calculated
gravity block length becomes a negative value. At this time,

only the value and change trend are taken. It can be seen
from Figure 4 that when the maximum allowable deflection
angle of the gravity block ϕ is the same, as the response well
deviation angle β decreases, that is, the response accuracy
requirement increases, the required gravity block length lϕ
increases, and the rate of the gravity block length changes
corresponding to the deflection angle that gradually in-
creases. When the well deviation response angle β is the
same, the longer the gravity block, the smaller the deflection
angle ϕ when the gravity sensing mechanism reaches sta-
bility. When the deflection angle is in range of [0, (π/2)] or
[(3π/2), 2π], the length of the gravity block lϕ is negatively
correlated with the stable angle ϕ. And when the deflection
angle is in range of [(π/2), (3π/2)], the length of the gravity
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block l is positively correlated with the stable angle ϕ. And
the closer the plane formed by the low side of the well
inclination and the spin axis, the greater the change rate of
the gravity block’s length _lϕ. (is is because the gravity block
has the largest restoring force at the position perpendicular
to the low side of the well and the increase in the gravity
block length required to overcome the frictional force is the
smallest. On the other hand, if the gravity block is required
to be stable in the smaller deflection angle range, the length
increase required for gravity block length is bigger; and the
smaller the stable angle, the greater the change rate of the
length of the gravity block required to reduce the stable
angle. It also shows that, under the condition of the same
well deviation accuracy response, the larger the length of the
gravity block, the smaller the angle of the centroid required
for the response of the gravity sensing mechanism to deviate
from the low side position. (is angle can be considered to
be the static stability angle, but when the static stability angle
is reduced to a certain value, the length of the gravity block
required for further improvement is huge. At the same time,
it can be found that when the length of the gravity block is
constant, if the accuracy requirement of the well deviation
response increases, the deflection angle required for stability
increases too; that is, the static stability angle gradually
increases.

In the design process, it is generally required that the
mechanical automatic vertical drilling tool can realize the
well deviation response when β≤ (π/36). According to the
actual situation, it can be slightly increased, but it should not
be too large. (erefore, only the well deviation angle
β≤ (π/10) is analyzed in Figure 5. It can be seen from the
figure that when the well inclination angle β is constant, the
stability angle ϕ is negatively correlated with the length lβ of
the gravity block.(e smaller the required stability angle, the
longer the gravity block required, and the greater the rate of
change _lβ of the gravity block length at this time, which
means the smaller the required stability angle, the greater the
change in the length of the gravity block required to improve
the response accuracy; when the deflection angle is constant,
as the response well inclination angle decreases, the required
gravity block length increases, and the change rate of the
length of the gravity block gradually increases; when the
length of the gravity block is constant, the smaller the

required stability angle, the larger the well inclination angle
required to achieve response.

For the gravity block platform, response inclination angle β
and stability angle ϕ are both important performance pa-
rameters. In the design process, it is expected that its response
accuracy will be relatively high; that is, the response well in-
clination angle βwill be relatively small, and, on the other hand,
it is also hoped that the stability will be better, which means the
deflection angle that can respond is also relatively small, but it
can be seen that the response accuracy of the gravity sensing
mechanism is negatively related to the allowable stable de-
flection angle through numerical analysis as shown in Figures 4
and 5. If a parameter is required to increase, it will inevitably
need to sacrifice the accuracy of another parameter, and its
relationship curve is affected by the other parameters of the
gravity sensing mechanism. At the same time, it is also found
that, for the gravity sensing mechanism, no matter how long
the gravity block is, there is always a minimum limit for the
response well deviation angle and the allowable stable de-
flection angle. (e limit value is also related to the selection of
the rest of the platform parameters.

As mentioned in the previous article, in the process of
platform design, some of the parameter is either fixed or
limited by the structure; the adjustable range is narrow.
However, some parameter selection is based on experience
or coupling design according to other parameter require-
ments in the design. Whether it has the same effect on the
length of the gravity sensing mechanism, and what impacts
to the response of the gravity sensing mechanism, requires
in-depth analysis to determine the core parameters and the
core components that affect the performance of the tool.(is
is beneficial for clarifying the direction of follow-up work.
(erefore, on the basis of determining the relationship
between the length of the gravity block and the response
angle and the stability angle, this paper analyses the influ-
ence of the bearing friction coefficients μTB, μAB, and μP and
disc valve bearing pressure P on the length of the gravity
sensing mechanism one by one. (is is necessary to further
obtain the optimal relationship between well inclination
angle, stable deflection angle, and the length of the gravity
sensing mechanism and to further improve the limit re-
sponse and working ability of the gravity sensing
mechanism.

Table 1: (e theoretical values of platform design parameters.

Parameter name Parameter value
Outer diameter r2 (m) 0.11
Inner diameter r1 (m) 0.045
Density ρ (kg/m3) 11000
Gravity acceleration g (m/s2) 9.8
Friction radius of thrust bearing rAB (m) 0.08375
Friction coefficient of thrust bearing μAB 0.0015
Friction radius of radial bearing rTB (m) 0.081
Friction coefficient of radial bearing μTB (m) 0.0025
Fluid pressure on disc valve P (MPa) 1
Pressure area of disc valve S (mm2) 2713
Friction radius of disc valve rP (m) 0.054
Friction coefficient of disc valve μP 0.2
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4. Analysis of the Key Influencing Factors of the
MAVDT’S Gravity Sensing
Mechanism’s Performance

4.1.8e Influence of Friction Coefficient of8rust Bearing μAB

on the Performance of Gravity Sensing Mechanism.

Combining equations (13) and (14) and setting the friction
coefficient of the thrust bearing μAB as a variable, then the
relationship of the gravity block length lμAB

with the friction
coefficient of the thrust bearing μAB and the response in-
clination angle β and the stability angle ϕ can be obtained as
follows:

lμAB
�

563.46
1705.15 sin β sinϕ − 7.93 sin β cos ϕ − 2732.78 cos βμAB

. (18)
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Figure 4: (e relationship between the length of the gravity block lϕ and the length change rate _lϕ with the stability angle ϕ under different
well inclination angles β.
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Figure 5: (e relationship between the length of the gravity block l and the length change rate _lβ with the well inclination angles β under
different stability angles ϕ.
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(rust ball bearing is selected in the design process,
combined with the empirical value of the friction coefficient;
this paper chooses to analyze its influence on the length of
the gravity block in the range of [0.001, 0.01].

When stability angle ϕ � (π/4), the relationship between
the length of the gravity block lβμAB

and the friction coef-
ficient of the thrust bearing μAB under different well incli-
nation angles β can be obtained:

lβμAB
�

28173
60006 sin β − 136639μAB cos β

. (19)

(en, taking the derivative of μAB, the change rate _lβμAB
of

the length of the gravity block with the change of the friction
coefficient of the thrust ball bearing μAB under different well
inclination angles β can be obtained:

_lβμAB
�

3849530547 cos β
60006 sin β − 136639μAB cos β( 

2. (20)

As shown in Figure 6, when the response inclination
angle β is constant, as the friction coefficient of the thrust
bearing μAB increases, the length of the gravity block lβμAB

increases too, and the change rate _lβμAB
also increases. It is

particularly important to note that when the corresponding
inclination angle β≤ (π/180) is required, and other pa-
rameters remain unchanged, then there is a maximum
choice of friction coefficient of the current thrust bearing
within the selection range. For example, when responding to
the inclination angle β � (π/360), the friction coefficient of
the thrust bearing μAB is required to be smaller than 0.0038.
Otherwise, no matter how the length of the gravity block
increases, the inclination response cannot be achieved.
Similarly, when the length of the gravity block is constant,
the bigger the friction coefficient of the thrust bearing, the
bigger the well inclination angle required to achieve the
response, and the bigger the frictional coefficient, the bigger
the rate of change in length, indicating that the speed of loss
of response accuracy at this time is also increased.

4.2.8e Influence of Friction Coefficient of Radial Bearing μTB

on the Performance of Gravity Sensing Mechanism.
Similarity, combining equations (13) and (14) and setting the
friction coefficient of the radial bearing μTB as a variable,
then the relationship of the gravity block length lμTB

with the
friction coefficient of the radial bearing μTB and the response
inclination angle β and the stability angle ϕ can be obtained
as shown in the following equation:

lμTB
�

563.46
1705.15 sin β sinϕ − 2643μTB sin β cos ϕ − 4.1 cos β

.

(21)

(is paper analyzes the influence of the friction coeffi-
cient on the length of the gravity block in the range of [0.001,
0.25], and divides it into two intervals of [0.001, 0.25] and
[0.001, 0.01] according to the range of the friction coefficient
of rolling bearings and sliding bearings.

When stability angle ϕ � (π/4), the relationship between
the length of the gravity block lβμTB

and the friction

coefficient of the radial bearing μTB under different well
inclination angles β can be obtained:

lβμTB
�

112692
170515

�
2

√
− 264300

�
2

√
μTB( sin β − 820 cos β

.

(22)

And then, taking the derivative of μTB, the change rate
_lβμTB

of the length of the gravity block with the change of the
friction coefficient of the radial bearing μTB under different
well inclination angles β can be obtained:

_lβμTB
�

29784495600
�
2

√
sin β

264300
�
2

√
μTB − 170515

�
2

√
( sin β + 820 cos β( 

2.

(23)

It can be seen from Figure 7 that when the response well
inclination angleβ is constant and the friction coefficient of
the radial bearing μTB is in the range of 0.001 to 0.25, as the
friction coefficient of the radial bearing μTB increases, the
length of the gravity block increases, and the rate of change
also increases. And with the increase of μTB, the growth rate
of the change rate is also increasing. When the analysis is in
the range of 0.001 to 0.01, it can be found that although the
length of the gravity block and the growth rate are increasing
with μTB increase too, the increment is very small. (is
shows that when the rolling bearing is selected as the radial
bearing, its impact on the response accuracy of the gravity
sensing mechanism is small, which can also be confirmed
from the growth rate curve as shown in Figure 7(b). At the
same time, when the length of the gravity block is constant,
the greater the friction coefficient of the thrust bearing μTB,
the bigger the well inclination angle β response required, and
the greater the μTB, the greater the rate of change in length
_lβμTB

, indicating that the response accuracy loss rate will also
increase at this time. However, it can be found that when the
friction coefficient is in the range of 0.001 to 0.01 and the
length of the gravity block is fixed, the change of μTB has little
effect on the response accuracy.

In summary, the friction coefficient of the radial bearing
μTB has a relatively small effect on the response of the gravity
sensing mechanism. In particular, when the rolling bearing
is selected, it is generally believed that the friction coefficient
will not exceed 0.01 at this time and its impact on the re-
sponse accuracy is almost ignored. But it should be noted
that if the response stability is required to be high, that is, the
stability angle ϕ is required to be particularly small, the
impact will become significant.

4.3. 8e Effect of Friction Coefficient between Disc Valves μP

and the Fluid Normal Force FP on the Performance of the
Gravity Sensing Mechanism. (e friction coefficient
between disc valves μP and the fluid normal force between
disc valves FP have similar effects on the friction resistance
torque between the disc valves, so they are put together for
comparative analysis.

(e same analysis method was used as before; combining
equations (13) and (14), and setting the friction coefficient
between disc valves μP and the fluid normal force between

8 Shock and Vibration
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disc valves FP as variable, then, the relationship of the gravity
block length lμP

and lFP
with the friction coefficient between

disc valves μP and fluid normal force between disc valves FP,
respectively, when the response inclination angle is β and the
stability angle is ϕ, can be obtained as shown in the following
equations:

lμP
�

2817.3μP

1705.15 sin β sinϕ − 7.93 sin β cos ϕ − 4.1 cos β
,

(24)

lFp
�

0.208FP

1705.15 sin β sinϕ − 7.93 sin β cos ϕ − 4.1 cos β
. (25)

When stability angle ϕ � (π/4), the relationship of the
length of the gravity block lβμP

and lβFP
with the friction

coefficient between disc valves μP and the fluid normal force
FP, respectively, under different well inclination angles β can
be obtained:

lβμP
�

28173μP

12001 sin β − 41 cos β
,

lβFP
�

208FP

1200116 sin β − 4100 cos β
.

(26)

And then, take the derivative of μP and FP, respectively;
then, the change rates _lβμP

and _lβFP
of the length of the gravity

block with the change of the friction coefficient between the
disc valves μP and the fluid normal force FP under different
well inclination angles β can be obtained:

_lβμP
�

28173
12001 sin β − 41 cos β

,

_lβFP
�

208
1200116 sin β − 4100 cos β

.

(27)

It can be seen from Figure 8 that when the required
response well deviation angle β is the same, as the friction
coefficient between the disc valves μP increases, the length of
the gravity block lβμP

increases linearly, and, as the response
accuracy requirement increases, that is, the well deviation
angle β decreases, the growth rate gradually increases.
However, it can be found that, with the decrease of the
inclination angle β, the change rate of the gravity block
length _lβμP

will change abruptly at a certain position and the
growth rate will decrease until it becomes a negative value.
(is is because there is a response limit for the gravity
sensing mechanism, and the limit value is related to the
friction resistance of other bearings as described in the
previous analysis.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the normal force of the
fluid FP acting on the disc valves has the same influence on
the length of the gravity block at different inclination angles
β as the friction coefficients between disc valves μP both are
linearly related, but the slopes are different.

(e friction coefficient μP and the fluid normal force FP

between the disc valves are two key factors that affect the
performance of the gravity sensing mechanism by the disc
valve control mechanism. (rough the above analysis, it can
be found that its influence on the length of the gravity block
of the gravity sensing mechanism is linear, and the higher
the response accuracy, the greater the impact.

5. Dynamic Characteristics Analysis of the
Gravity Sensing Mechanism

In the previous article, the critical state where the sensing
mechanism starts to realize the response was designed and
analyzed. At the same time, the interrelationship of several
key parameters affecting the performance of the sensing
mechanism including the length of themechanism, the angle
of the well inclination, the angle between the centroid of the
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Figure 8: (e relationship between the length of the gravity block lβμP
and the friction coefficient between the disc valve μpunder different

well inclination angles β and the relationship between the change rate of the gravity block length _lβμP
and the well inclination angles β.
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mechanism and the low side of the well, the deflection angle,
the friction coefficient of the bearing, and the axial fluid force
between the upper and lower disc valves was obtained, but
this can only obtain the critical conditions for the response
of the sensing mechanism and only completed the initial
design of the stable platform. In actual use, the working
process of the gravity sensing mechanism is a dynamic
process. Under a certain well inclination angle, the gravity
sensing mechanism will not be just at the critical deflection
angle, and the load between the disc valves is not always
stable, and when the starting position of the heavy platform
is greater than the critical deflection angle, the gravity
sensing mechanism response is affected by inertia, and the
final stable angle is different from the critical deflection
angle. (e actual stable position has an important influence
on the vertical drilling tool pushing strategy, while the time
required for stability will also directly affect the correction
accuracy of the tool, so in-depth analysis of the dynamic
characteristics of the platform is necessary.

5.1. Dynamic Analysis Model for the Gravity Sensing
Mechanism. By analyzing the dynamic general equations of
the platform, it can be found that the motion of the platform
is a nonlinear dynamic problem and analytical solution is
difficult to solve. (erefore, the introduction of numerical
analysis has become a more feasible method through sim-
ulation. According to the previous platform analysis and
design, a three-dimensional solid model as shown in Fig-
ure 10 is established, and its main parameter settings are
shown in Table 1.

In this research, the length of the gravity block of the
platform simulation model is set to 1050mm. Since the
change of the load between the disc valves has an approx-
imate influence on the stable deflection angle and the re-
sponse inclination angle, the dynamic characteristics of the
platform under different well inclination angles and loads
between disc valves under deflection angle ϕ � (π/2) were

analyzed in this research to reduce the variables during the
research process.

After the model is established, the constraints should be
set for the model firstly before performing simulation
analysis. For the mechanical structure, the motion con-
straints between the components are realized by setting the
motion pairs between the components. (e motion pairs
and related components involved in this example are shown
in Table 2.

In addition, the friction relationship needs to be defined
for simulating the influence of the frictional damping of each
component on the movement of the gravity sensing
mechanism. As mentioned above, the friction of the gravity
sensing mechanism mainly comes from three sources; the
first is the relative friction resistance of the radial bearing and
the gravity block component (including the filling material
(3), the gravity block (4), and the mounting seat (5)); the
second is the relative friction resistance between the axial
thrust bearing and the gravity block component; the last is
the relative movement between the lower disc valve and the
upper disc valve. In the simulation process, the friction
between parts is defined by adding contact, and the friction
model adopts the Coulomb friction model.

5.2.8e Influence of Well Inclination Angle β on the Dynamic
Characteristics of theGravity SensingMechanism. As defined
in the previous article, FP is the force between the disc valves,
ϕ is the angle between the center of mass of the gravity
sensing mechanism and the low side of the well inclination,
and β is the inclination angle. (en, when FP � 100N and
ϕ � (π/2), the oscillation curve of the center of mass of the
platform in Y direction under different well inclination
angles β can be obtained as shown in Figure 11.

Once the force loaded between the disc valves is con-
stant, the friction resistance between disc valves is fixed too.
As shown in Figure 11, if the inclination angle β increases,
the number of the centers of the mass swing by the lowest
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point of potential energy gradually increases, but the am-
plitude gradually decreases. As shown in Figure 12, the
frequency domain response analysis of the center of mass of
the gravity sensing mechanism moving in the Y direction

under different inclination angles shows that as the incli-
nation angle β increases, the swing periodicity of the gravity
sensing mechanism becomes more obvious, which is similar
to the change trend of the center of mass motion curve
shown in Figure 11. And, with the increase of the inclination
angle β, the frequency of the swing of the gravity sensing
mechanism gradually increases.

It can be found through analysis that the stable position
and stabilization time of the gravity sensing mechanism are
not linearly related to the inclination angle β, but, in general,
as the inclination angle β increases, the number of swing
cycles of the gravity sensing mechanism increases signifi-
cantly, and the time required for stabilization gradually
increases, while the stable position gradually shifts towards
the lowest point of potential energy. (is is because the
increase of the inclination angle leads to an increase in the
circumferential component, and the initial potential energy
is also greater. (erefore, under the condition of constant
friction, it takes a longer time for energy conversion. As the
force in the circumferential direction increases, the deflec-
tion angle required to overcome the frictional force at the
same inclination angle is also smaller, so its stable position
gradually shifts to the direction of the low point of potential
energy.

5.3. 8e Influence of Frictional Resistance on the Dynamic
Performance of the Gravity Sensing Mechanism. As men-
tioned above, the coefficient of friction between the radial
bearing and axial bearing and the gravity block in the gravity
sensing mechanism, the friction coefficient between the disc
valves, and the normal force of the interaction between the
disc valves under the action of fluid pressure have an im-
portant influence on the design of the gravity sensing
mechanism. Meanwhile, the platform will not stabilize at the
critical point of response during the process of dynamic
action. However, its dynamic stable position has a more
direct meaning to the performance of the platform.
(erefore, it is necessary to analyze the influence of each key
design parameter on the dynamic performance of the
platform.

According to the analysis in the previous article, the
frictional resistance between the disc valves is an important
factor affecting the performance of the gravity sensing
mechanism, and it is linearly related to the interaction force
between the disc valves and the friction coefficient between
the disc valves. (is section takes the gravity sensing
mechanism in which the stable deflection angle ϕ � (π/2)

and the well inclination angle β � (π/20) are selected as the
research object. Let the bearing friction coefficient and the
friction coefficient between the disc valves and other pa-
rameters be constant and load 10N, 100N, 300N, 500N,
and 650N between the upper and lower disc valves, re-
spectively. (en, observe and analyze the swing trajectory of
the center of mass in the Y direction as shown in Figure 13.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that as the load between the
upper and lower disc valves increases, the number of swing
cycles of the gravity sensing mechanism centroid in the Y
direction gradually decreases, the stabilization time
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Figure 10: (e dynamics simulation model of the gravity sensing
mechanism. (1) Radial bearing; (2) axial thrust bearing; (3) filling
material; (4) eccentric block; (5) mounting seat; (6) upper disc
valve; (7) lower disc valve; (8) tool housing.

Table 2: (e gravity sensing mechanism dynamics simulation
model motion pair settings.

Serial
number Name Parts involved

1 Fixed 1＆8; 2＆8; 3＆5; 4＆5; 7＆8; 8＆
ground

2 Cylindrical 1＆5
3 Mobile 5＆6
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Figure 11: (e oscillation curve of the center of mass of the
platform in Y direction when FP � 100N and ϕ � (π/2) under
different well inclination angles β.
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gradually shortens, and its stable position gradually deviates
from the zero axis (zero point of potential energy) position.
After the load increases to 650N, it is stable at the initial
position without swinging.

But, similar to changing the inclination angle, when the
loading force decreases, the stable position of the gravity
sensing mechanism gradually shifts to the direction of the
potential energy zero point. It also can be found that when
the loading force reaches 300N, the centroid also stabilized
at the potential energy zero point. Although the stable
position gradually deviates from the zero point of potential
energy until it fails to respond as the load increases, the time
required for stability gradually increases too.

To understand the effect of friction damping on the
motion of the gravity sensing mechanism, the number of
loads is increased in the analysis, and the swing curves of the
gravity sensing mechanism under different loads are shown
in Figure 14.

When the interaction load between the upper and lower
disc valves is large, the friction force on the sensing
mechanism is relatively large, and the acceleration in the
circumferential direction of the sensing mechanism is small,
so it is not enough to swing the platform to the lower side of
the well inclination. (e lower side of the well inclination is

defined as the zero position of potential energy. At this stage,
as the interaction load between the disc valves decreases, the
stable position of the sensing mechanism gradually shifts to
the direction of the potential energy zero point, and the
stabilization time is gradually shortened. (is is because as
the load decreases, the friction gradually decreases, and the
initial acceleration increases, so that the sensing mechanism
can reach the stable position faster.

With the further reduction of the interaction load be-
tween the upper and lower disc valves, the initial acceleration
of the stabilized platform is big enough to cross the zero
point of potential energy, but because the friction force is
opposite to the restoring torque during the swing to the
other side at this time, the direction of acceleration is op-
posite to the direction of speed and leads the speed to
gradually decrease to zero. At this time, the restoring torque
value generated at its stable position is not enough to
overcome the action of friction and makes it swing again. At
this stage, as shown in Figure 14(b), as the load decreases, the
stable position gradually deviates from the low side of the
well deviation. (e time required to reach stability is also
shortened as the load decreases too.

With the further decrease of the load, when the sensing
mechanism swings to the other side over the zero point of
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Figure 12: (e frequency domain response analysis of the centroid of the platform in Y direction when FP � 100N and ϕ � (π/2) under
different well inclination angles β.
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Figure 13: (e oscillation curve of the center of mass of the platform in Y direction when β � (π/20) and ϕ � (π/2) under different loads
between the upper and lower disc valves.
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potential energy and the speed drops to zero for the first
time, the restoring torque value of this position is bigger than
the friction resistance value, and the acceleration value is
bigger than zero and points towards the zero point of po-
tential energy.(erefore, the gravity sensing mechanism will
not be stable at the first speed zero point position but will
swing to the potential energy zero point direction again, as
shown in Figure 14(c); at this stage, the stable position is the
same as that shown in Figure 14(a). Similarly, as the load
decreases, it gradually shifts to the direction of the potential
energy zero, and the stabilization time decreases as the load
decreases.

(rough further analysis of the swing curve of the gravity
sensing mechanism as the load decreases, it can be found
that the relationship between the stable position of the
gravity sensingmechanism and the friction force is related to
the status that the gravity sensing mechanism passes through
the zero point of potential energy and the zero point of
velocity under the action of friction and restoring torque. To
be precise, when the load makes the sensing mechanism

cannot cross the zero point of potential energy, the stable
position of the sensing mechanism gradually shifts to the
direction of the potential energy zero as the load decreases.
When it is not enough to pass the first speed zero point, the
stable position will gradually deviate from the direction of
the potential energy zero point as the load decreases. After
passing the speed zero point, it will enter the cycle again until
it stabilizes at a certain position. But, in general, the stable
position gradually shifts to the direction of the potential
energy zero as the load decreases, which is also consistent
with the previous analysis.

(e stability time increases as the load decreases for the
gravity sensing mechanism. But because the interval be-
tween the zero point of potential energy and the zero point of
velocity is crossed, the stabilization time is also shortened as
the load decreases.

To analyze the influence of the interaction force between
the disc valves on the swing frequency of the gravity sensing
mechanism, this paper selects the gravity sensing mecha-
nism at the inclination angle β � (π/6) as the research object
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Figure 14: (e oscillation curve of the center of mass of the platform in Y direction whenβ � (π/20) and ϕ � (π/2) under different loads
between the upper and lower disc valves.
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and obtains its centroid swing curve under different loads as
shown in Figure 15. It can be found that as the load de-
creases, the number of swing cycles of the sensing mecha-
nism gradually increases, and the stable time gradually
increases. (e stable position swings near the zero point of
potential energy. But when the load is 10N, it deviates
farther from the zero point of potential energy than 300N,
which also proves that the stable position is not directly
related to the load.

(e frequency response analysis of the swing curve of the
gravity sensing mechanism centroid is performed, and the
result is shown in Figure 16. It can be seen from the figure
that as the load increases, the swing period characteristic of
the gravity sensing mechanism is weakened, but the swing
frequency remains basically stable.

In fact, the influence of the friction coefficient of the
bearing and the friction coefficient between the disc valves
on the swing of the gravity sensing mechanism is analyzed,
and the result is similar to the effect of the interaction force
between the upper and lower disc valves on the swing law of
the gravity sensing mechanism; the difference lies in the
magnitude of the effect. Among them, the interaction load
between the disc valves is often relatively large, and the

friction coefficient between the disc valves is much larger
than the friction coefficient of the bearing, so the friction
coefficient between the disc valves has more significant
influence on the sensing mechanism.

6. Discussion

In this paper, the dynamic method is introduced in the
design process of the MAVDT’s gravity sensing mechanism.
In the process, there are some new findings:

(1) (ere are conflicts between the response accuracy
and control stability of the sensing mechanism. High
response accuracy oftenmeans poor control stability.
According to the analysis of the impact of each key
parameter on the performance of the platform, the
impact on the response accuracy and stability is the
opposite.

(2) (e friction coefficient of the axial thrust bearing of
the gravity sensing mechanism has an important
influence on the performance of the gravity sensing
mechanism. (ere is a limit value of the allowable
friction coefficient for the gravity sensingmechanism
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Figure 15: (e oscillation curve of the centroid of the platform in Y direction when β � (π/6) and ϕ � (π/2) under different loads between
the upper and lower disc valves.
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with certain structural parameters. When the friction
coefficient of the thrust bearing exceeds the limit
value, the gravity sensing mechanism will not
achieve the inclination response at any inclination
angle and deflection angle.

(3) (e friction coefficient between the disc valves and
the force between the disc valves of the sensing
mechanism have a linear effect on the performance
of the sensing mechanism, and the smaller the de-
viation angle, the greater the influence coefficient of
the force or the friction coefficient between the disc
valves on the length of the gravity sensing
mechanism.

(4) During the process of dynamic swing, the dynamic
stable position of the gravity sensing mechanism is
related to the relative relationship between the re-
storing force of the gravity sensing mechanism and
the friction damping. To be precise, it is related to the
potential energy zero point and the speed zero point
during the gravity sensing mechanism swing process
before it reaches the dynamic stable position. When
the load makes the sensing mechanism cannot cross
the zero point of potential energy, the stable position
of the sensing mechanism gradually shifts to the
direction of the potential energy zero as the load
decreases. When it is not enough to pass the first
speed zero point, the stable position will gradually
deviate from the direction of the potential energy
zero point as the load decreases. After passing the
speed zero point, it will enter the cycle again until it
stabilizes at a certain position. But, in general, the
stable position gradually shifts to the direction of the
potential energy zero as the load decreases.

(is is beneficial for understanding the dynamic working
characteristics of the tool and optimizing the performance of
the tool. However, the performance of the tool is not only
affected by well deviation angle, position deflection angle,
and changes in axial load between disc valves in actual use,
but also by bottom hole axial vibration, whirl, stick-slip, and
other factors, which will promote the changes of the force on
the sensing mechanism during work more complicated, and
the dynamic characteristics of the sensing mechanism will
inevitably change, which will affect the actual working
performance of the MAVDT. (erefore, this should be
focused on in the subsequent research work.

7. Conclusion

(e general dynamic equation of the gravity sensing
mechanism is established based on D’Alembert principle by
analyzing the force on the gravity sensing mechanism. Due
to its complex dynamic equation form and difficulty in
solving, this paper takes the critical response position of the
sensing mechanism with zero acceleration value as the re-
search object to complete the sensing mechanism prelimi-
nary design and analyzed the effect of the force between disc
valves on the performance of the sensing mechanism. Based
on the analysis of the critical position of the restoring

stabilized platform, numerical analysis is used to analyze the
influence of the inclination angle and frictional resistance on
the dynamic stable position of the gravity sensing mecha-
nism. Some important conclusion can be obtained in this
process:

(1) In the actual design process, the requirement of
response sensitivity and control stability should be
made according to the needs of the project. (ey
have to be balanced.

(2) (e friction resistance between disc valves has the
greatest influence on the platform performance. (e
disc valve can be optimized from reducing the
friction coefficient between disc valves and the fluid
pressure acting on the contact surface.

(3) Reducing friction resistance is beneficial for im-
proving response sensitivity, so friction reduction is
an important part in the design of mechanical au-
tomatic vertical drilling tools, but its influence on
stable position should be considered.
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